Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have revealed 74 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with highdensity lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL) blood levels. This study is, to our knowledge, the first genome-wide interaction study (GWIS) to identify SNP6SNP interactions associated with HDL levels. We performed a GWIS in the Rotterdam Study (RS) cohort I (RS-I) using the GLIDE tool which leverages the massively parallel computing power of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) to perform linear regression on all genome-wide pairs of SNPs. By performing a meta-analysis together with Rotterdam Study cohorts II and III (RS-II and RS-III), we were able to filter 181 interaction terms with a p-value,1 ? 10 28 that replicated in the two independent cohorts. We were not able to replicate any of these interaction term in the AGES, ARIC, CHS, ERF, FHS and NFBC-66 cohorts (N total = 30,011) when adjusting for multiple testing. Our GWIS resulted in the consistent finding of a possible interaction between rs774801 in ARMC8 (ENSG00000114098) and rs12442098 in SPATA8 (ENSG00000185594) being associated with HDL levels. However, p-values do not reach the preset Bonferroni correction of the p-values. Our study suggest that even for highly genetically determined traits such as HDL the sample sizes needed to detect SNP6SNP interactions are large and the 2-step filtering approaches do not yield a solution. Here we present our analysis plan and our reservations concerning GWIS. This is an open-access article, free of all copyright, and may be freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, modified, built upon, or otherwise used by anyone for any lawful purpose. The work is made available under the Creative Commons CC0 public domain dedication.
Introduction
To date, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have revealed 95 genetic loci associated with lipid levels in human plasma. Of these, 74 SNPs were associated with high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL) levels [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Together, these 47 SNPs explain approximately 25% of the heritability of HDL levels. Although the largest meta-analysis of plasma lipid concentrations [4] to date, already included more than 100,000 individuals of European descent, it is expected that with increasing sample size and larger, better reference panels for imputation, more variants will be found to be associated with HDL levels, probably resulting in an increase of the explained heritability. Nevertheless, single SNP effects may not fully explain the heritability of HDL levels. Genetic processes like DNA methylation, histone modification and interactions between SNPs are also potential candidates determining HDL levels [6] [7] [8] [9] . A previous large study did not find evidence of gene-environment interactions influencing HDL levels, although this might also play a role with other environmental factors [10] . We defined interactions between SNPs as a departure from a linear statistical model allowing for the additive marginal effects of both SNPs. Persistent evidence for interacting loci involved in lipid metabolism comes from experimental animal research in which various loci interact with each other [11] .
Based on the loci for HDL levels identified to date, finding evidence for SNP6SNP interactions in humans has proven to be difficult. Ma et al. [8] identified a significant association interaction between a locus within the HMGCR gene (ENSG00000113161) and a locus near the LIPC gene (ENSG00000166035) in relation to HDL cholesterol. Furthermore, Turner et al. [9] found 8 SNP6SNP interactions to be associated with HDL levels of which the strongest model included an interaction between LPL (ENSG00000175445) and ABCA1 (ENSG00000165029). These studies suggest that SNP6SNP interactions can indeed also explain some of the heritability of HDL levels in humans. However, only loci were studied that had previously been successfully replicated in GWAS of lipid levels, thus motivating a genome-wide search for interactions associated with HDL levels.
Genome-wide searches for associations between phenotypes and SNP6SNP interactions have been hampered by the computation time needed for testing all unique pairs of SNPs, given by N SNPs (N SNPs -1)/2, with N SNPs the total number of SNPs. Consequently, the time for testing all interaction terms is proportional to N SNPs 2 , translating into months of computation time. Modern Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are optimised for highly parallel computation tasks and are well-suited to replace regular processors (Central Processing Units or CPUs) for these kind of tasks. The GLIDE software package [12] makes use of GPUs to perform linear regression for all pairs of SNPs. In this study, we aim to identify SNP6SNP interactions for HDL levels in the Rotterdam Study cohort I (RS-I) using GLIDE. The most significant interactions terms in RS-I are first filtered by a metaanalysis in cohorts II and III of the Rotterdam Study (RS-II and RS-III, respectively). The resulting interactions were subsequently sent for replication in the CHARGE cohorts (AGES, ARIC, CHS, ERF, FHS) and the NFBC-66 cohort. We also tested whether the identified interaction terms are associated to dyslipidemia treatment within the cohorts of the Rotterdam Study. Figure 1 shows a flow diagram illustrating the analysis plan. A total of 495,508 genotyped SNPs that passed quality control, had a Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) .0.05 in the sample of 2,996 individuals from RS-I, and were also genotyped in RS-II and RS-III were used to identify SNP6SNP interactions associated with HDL using GLIDE. For this analysis the HDL levels after adjustment for sex and age were normalised around zero as this is a requirement of GLIDE. This resulted in 84,031 SNP6SNP interactions with an absolute value of the t-score .5 (i.e. p,6.06 ? 10 27 ).
Results

GWIS with GLIDE in RS-I
Filtering of interaction terms by a meta-analysis of RS-I, RS-II and RS-III
Using linear regression we calculated the regression coefficient b int for the interaction term, the standard errors and the p-values for the 84,031 interaction terms in RS-I (N = 2,996), RS-II (N = 1,602) and in RS-III (N = 1,621). For these analyses the HDL levels after adjustment for sex and age were normalised around zero since this was done in RS-I in the initial analysis with GLIDE as this is a requirement of GLIDE. The calculated b int and standard errors were used to meta-analyse the association between each of the 84,031 interaction terms and HDL levels. After metaanalysis, 181 interaction terms with a p-value below 1 ? 10 28 remain, of which 5 interaction terms with a p-value less than 1 ? 10 210 . The pooled b int for the 84,031 interaction terms range from 20.507 to 0.746. The 181 interaction terms with a p-value less than 1 ? 10 28 were taken forward for replication, see Table S1 . The number of unique interaction terms for replication was reduced to 132 by filtering on linkage disequilibrium (LD) between interaction terms (R 2 .0.8). Consequently, the p-value for replication after Bonferroni correction is 3.79 ? 10 24 . We also calculated the b int of RS-I, RS-II and RS-III for these 181 interaction terms using linear regression with the unscaled phenotype to compare these with the b int within the replication cohorts.
Replication of SNP6SNP interactions
Replication was conducted in 6 cohorts: AGES, ARIC, CHS, ERF, FHS and NFBC-66. In the replication cohorts only individuals not on lipid-lowering medication were included, with the exception of AGES, see Table 1 . In AGES, ARIC, CHS, ERF and FHS, 8, 7, 7, 10 and 7 interaction terms, respectively, could not be tested for replication since one or both of the SNPs in the interaction term had not been genotyped or imputed. In NFBC-66 all interaction terms could be tested for replication. A total of 170 out of the 181 interactions could be tested for replication in all six cohorts. None of the interaction terms reached a significant pvalue after Bonferroni correction (3.79 ? 10 24 ) in any of the replication cohorts and after meta-analysis of all replication cohorts. Four interaction terms reached nominal significance at p = 0.05, see Figure 2 . The lowest p-value for b int after Table 2 shows the 20 interaction terms with the lowest p-values. Five of these terms are interactions between an intergenic locus at chromosome 6, situated between the TCP11 (ENSG0 0000124678) and SCUBE3 (ENSG00000146197) genes, and a locus at the same chromosome in the SOBP gene (ENSG00000112320) which are in LD with each other (R 2 .
0.872).
Individuals with high levels of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) or low levels of HDL are treated with lipid-lowering medication. The 181 selected interaction terms were also tested to see whether their presence might explain the use of lipid-lowering medication and therefore the extreme lipid levels. To this end the individuals of the Rotterdam Study in the discovery and filtering stage were used as controls, and the individuals of the Rotterdam Study who use lipid-lowering medication were used as cases. Table 3 shows the 20 interaction terms with the lowest p-values for b int after testing in the three cohorts of the Rotterdam Study combined. The interaction between rs6442460 (chromosome 3, position 14,551,071, gene GRIP2 (ENSG00000144596)) and rs10914332 (chromosome 1, position 31,471,589, gene NKAIN1 (ENSG00000084628)) had the lowest p-value (p = 3.98 ? 10 23 ). Three interaction terms overlap between the top 20 hits after the replication and the top 20 hits after the case-control test, as shown in Table 4 . None of the SNPs of these interaction terms are in high LD with each other (R 2 .0.8). The interaction between rs754950 and rs10926977 has an opposite effect direction after the meta-analysis in the Rotterdam Study cohorts compared to the one after meta-analysis in the replication cohorts and thus will probably be a false-positive finding. The second interaction term (between rs2242312 and rs11190870) had a positive effect on HDL, but increases the risk of lipid lowering medication which is counter-intuitive and consequently this interaction term is likely a false-positive finding as well. The third interaction term, however, between rs774801 (chromosome 3, position 139,413,035, gene ARMC8 (ENSG00000114098)) and rs12442098 (chromosome 15, position 95,385,874, close to gene SPATA8 (ENSG00000185594)) has a negative effect on HDL combined with a positive effect on the use of lipid lowering medication. Although this last interaction term is not replicated, the directions of the effects are consistent since this interaction lowers the HDL level and increases the chance of using lipid lowering medication.
Power calculations
As none of the findings replicated, we explored the statistical power of our analyses. Figure 3 shows the power calculations using the program G*Power [21, 22] . With our current sample size of 2,996 individuals the smallest detectable effect will be 0.11, 0.095 and 0.05 when the type I error is less than 1 ? 10 27 and the type 2 error is 20% (power is 80%), 50% (power is 50%) and 99% (power is 1%), respectively.
Discussion
Here we presented the, to our knowledge, first GWIS of HDL levels in blood. Our study shows that in a single population a GWIS results in 84,031 SNP6SNP interactions associated with HDL levels (p-value,6.06 ? 10 27 ). Our two-step approach to filter these SNP6SNP interactions using two additional cohorts resulted in 181 interactions with a p-value below 1 ? 10 28 . Although some reached nominal significance, none of these interactions terms were significantly replicated in a meta-analysis of 30,011 samples when adjusting for multiple testing. We also did not find a significant association between any of the interaction terms and treatment with lipid lowering medication in the cohorts of the Rotterdam Study after adjustment for multiple testing.
To our knowledge, no other GWIS studies with HDL exist with which we can compare our results. However, we did try to replicate previously published SNP6SNP interactions. We adjusted for the same covariates as the authors did, except for smoking, which was used as a covariate by Turner et al. [9] . Turner et al. published an interaction between rs253 and rs2515614 associated with HDL, however, the p-values of b int after testing this interaction term were 0.986, 0.189 and 0.594 in the RS-I, RS-II and RS-III cohorts, respectively. The p-value of b int after metaanalysing this interaction term is 0.614. The interaction term Figure 2 . The forest plots for b int of the four most significant interaction terms after meta-analysis of the replication cohorts: rs2315598-rs2853228 (a), rs6848132-rs7863451 (b), rs3756856-rs11758333 (c) and rs4596126-rs11676467 (d). Although the analysis in the discovery and the filtering was done with scaled phenotypes, for these forest plots, the HDL levels are not scaled in the Rotterdam Study cohorts. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0109290.g002 Table 2 . The top 20 interaction terms after replication. Table 3 . The top 20 interaction terms after case-control studies in RS-I, RS-II and RS-III separate and combined. There can be multiple reasons why we were not able to uncover SNP6SNP interactions using a hypothesis-free approach. First, in this study we selected only common variants (MAF.0.05) which were genotyped in the Rotterdam Study. We chose these variants to avoid false positive findings in rare variants. Furthermore, the power to detect interaction terms with rare variants is low since our sample size in the two-stage discovery phase was 6,219. A second limitation that we chose to only investigate genotyped SNPs instead of imputed SNPs. Therefore, we may have missed true positive causal SNPs which are not on the genotyping array. However, even with only genotyped SNPs the number of potentially true positive findings is enormous, resulting in 84,031 suggestive hits at p = 6.06 ? 10
27
. This prompted us to use a twostage discovery phase in which we used the RS-II and RS-III cohorts to filter out the false positives, reducing the number of findings from 84,031 to 181. The total number of individuals in this two-step discovery phase is 6,219. This might be considered low for the identification of SNP6SNP interactions. As a commonly used rule-of-thumb, the sample size within a GWIS should be 3 to 4 times the size of GWAS. As the first GWAS identifying loci associated with HDL levels [1] included 2,758 individuals, our study is expected to be underpowered by that rule. To improve power, an alternative approach could have been to combine the three cohorts of the Rotterdam Study into an onestep discovery with GLIDE. This, however, still yielded 75,409 interactions with a p-value below our threshold of 6.06 ? 10 27 as compared to the 84,031 interactions seen in the RS-I only GWIS, see Figure 4 . It should be noted that both numbers are well in keeping with expectations.
The proposed genome-wide significance level for GWIS is 1 ? 10 213 [13] , however, in this study we used all interaction terms with a p-value less than 1 ? 10 28 for replication. We chose a much less stringent p-value to prevent us from missing true positives due to the relatively small sample size. However, none of the 84,031 interaction terms had a p-value below 1 ? 10 213 in the separate Table 4 . The overlap between the top 20 interaction terms after replication and case-control analysis. Rotterdam Study cohorts and after meta-analysis of the three Rotterdam Study cohorts.
The success of GWAS has been its hypothesis-free approach and this worked well for studying lipids even in studies we consider small by today's standards (1000-3000 individuals). A GWIS is now technically feasible but needs larger sample sizes. Our study shows that the number of hits is overwhelming at a p-value of 1 ? 10 28 . The filtering approach in a similar population did not resolve this problem. Our GWIS resulted in the consistent finding of a possible interaction between rs774801 in ARMC8 (ENS G00000114098) and rs12442098 in SPATA8 (ENSG0000 0185594) being associated with HDL levels, both in the quantitative analysis and the case-control analysis. However, pvalues do not reach the preset Bonferroni correction of the pvalues. Other major issues related to the sample size and apparent lack of replication also needs to be overcome.
Methods
Study descriptions
Ethics Statement. The AGES Reykjavik Study Genome Wide Association study was approved by the National Bioethics Committee (00-063) and the Data Protection Authority. The Discovery cohort. Rotterdam Study cohort I (RS-I). The Rotterdam Study is an ongoing prospective population-based cohort study, focused on chronic disabling conditions of the elderly. The study comprises an outbred ethnically homogenous population of Dutch Caucasian origin. The rationale of the study has been described in detail elsewhere [14] . In summary, 7,983 men and women aged 55 years or older, living in Ommoord, a suburb of Rotterdam, the Netherlands, were invited to participate in the first phase. Fasting blood samples were taken during the participant's third visit to the research center.
Filtering cohorts. Rotterdam Study cohort II (RS-II). The Rotterdam Study cohort II prospective population-based cohort study comprises 3,011 residents aged 55 years and older from the same district of Rotterdam. The rationale and study designs of this cohort is similar to that of the RS-I [14] . The baseline measurements, including the fasting HDL measurements, took place during the first visit.
Rotterdam Study cohort III (RS-III). The Rotterdam Study cohort III prospective population-based cohort study comprised 3,932 residents aged 45 years and older from the same district of Rotterdam. The rationale and study designs of this cohort is similar to that of the RS-I [14] . The baseline measurements, including the fasting HDL measurements, took place during the first visit.
Replication cohorts. Age, Gene/Environment Susceptibility (AGES Reykjavik) Study. The Age, Gene/Environment Susceptibility (AGES Reykjavik) Study was initiated to examine genetic susceptibility and gene/environment interaction as these contribute to phenotypes common in old age, and represents a continuation of the Reykjavik Study cohort begun in 1967. The study is approved by the Icelandic National Bioethics Committee, (VSN: 00-063) and the Data Protection Authority. The researchers are indebted to the participants for their willingness to participate in the study.
Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study. The Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study (ARIC), sponsored by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) is a prospective epidemiologic study conducted in four U.S. communities. ARIC is designed to investigate the causes of atherosclerosis and its clinical outcomes, and variation in cardiovascular risk factors, medical care, and disease by race, gender, location, and date. To date, the ARIC project has published over 800 articles in peer-reviewed journals. ARIC includes two parts: the Cohort Component and Community Surveillance Component.
The ARIC Cohort Component began in 1987, and each ARIC field center randomly selected and recruited a cohort sample of approximately 4,000 individuals aged 45-64 from a defined population in their community, to receive extensive examinations, including medical, social, and demographic data. Follow-up also occurs semi-annually, by telephone, to maintain contact and to assess health status of the cohort.
In the Community Surveillance Component, the four communities are investigated to determine the long term trends in hospitalized myocardial infarction (MI) and coronary heart disease (CHD) deaths in approximately 470,000 men and women aged 35-84 years.
Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS). The CHS [15] is an NHLBI-funded observational study of risk factors for cardiovascular disease in adults 65 years or older. Starting in 1989, and continuing through 1999, participants underwent annual extensive clinical examinations. Measurements included traditional risk factors such as blood pressure and lipids as well as measures of subclinical disease, including echocardiography of the heart, carotid ultrasound, and cranial magnetic-resonance imaging (MRI). At six month intervals between clinic visits, and once clinic visits ended, participants were contacted by phone to ascertain hospitalizations and health status. The main outcomes are coronary heart disease (CHD), angina, heart failure (HF), stroke, transient ischemic attack (TIA), claudication, and mortality. Participants continue to be followed for these events. CHS participants who were free of cardiovascular disease at the start of the study, and who consented to genetic testing, were included in these analyses.
Erasmus Rucphen Family (ERF) Study. The ERF study has been described in detail previously [16] . A total of approximately 3,000 participants descend from 22 couples who lived in the Rucphen region in The Netherlands in the 19 th century. The 2,755 individuals with genotype data and lipid measurements were included in the current analysis. 
27 after a GWIS with GLIDE in RS-I only and after a GWIS with GLIDE in RS-I, RS-II and RS-III combined. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0109290.g004
Framingham Heart Study (FHS). The Framingham Heart Study (FHS), funded by the National Heart Lung and Blood Institute, is an observational population-based cohort study composed of three generations of Framingham (MA) residents predominately of European descent. The Original cohort (N = 5,209) was enrolled in 1948. The children and spouses of the Original cohort comprise the Offspring cohort (N = 5,124), which was enrolled in 1971-1975 [17] . The Third Generation (N = 4,095) consists mostly of the children of the Offspring cohort, and was enrolled in 2002 to 2005 [18] . All participants were examined every 4-8 years. DNA for surviving participants was collected in the late 1990s and early 2000s (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) . Cholesterol and genetic data from 3,464 Offspring subjects and 3,569 Third Generation subjects contribute to this paper.
Northern Finland Brith Cohort 1966 (NFBC-66). The Northern Finland Birth Cohort 1966 (NFBC-66) study [19] is a longitudinal one-year birth cohort study designed to study the risk factors of perinatal deaths and low birth weight. Mothers living in the two northern-most provinces of Finland were invited to participate if they had expected delivery dates during 1966. Individuals still living in Helsinki area or Northern Finland were asked at age 31 to participate in a detailed examination (N = 5,923). Extensive data on intermediate phenotypes related to obesity and behavioral traits have also been collected.
Genotyping and imputation
All cohorts were genotyped using commercially available Affymetrix or Illumina genotyping arrays, or custom Perlegen arrays. Quality control was performed independently for each study. To facilitate meta-analysis, each replication cohort performed genotype imputation using BIMBAM, IMPUTE, or MaCH with reference to HapMap or the 1000 Genomes project data.
The first two cohorts of the Rotterdam Study were genotyped using the Illumina 550 K chip, the third cohort was genotyped using the Illumina 610 K and 660 K chip. The following exclusions were applied to identify a final set of SNPs that was used in this study: MAF,0.05, SNP callrate ,0.95 and/or HWE p-value,1 ? 10 27 . The QC was done per cohort. In ARIC, genotyping was performed with the Affymetrix 6.0 chip. After genotyping, the following quality control tresholds were applied: (1) comparison of genotype calls to sample replicates, with exclusion of samples with greater than 1% mismatch, (2) exclusion of samples with greater than 5% missing genotypes, (3) exclusion of samples with a mismatch between reported sex and that determined by genotyping, (4) exclusion of SNPs with greater than 10% missing genotypes across samples, (5) exclusion of SNPs monomorphic in both races and (6) exclusion of SNPs (MAF. 0.05) with HWE p-values of less than 1 ? 10
26
. Prior to imputations, principal component analysis was performed to exclude outliers. Imputation to HapMap release 23a was performed using MaCH v.1.0. After imputation SNPs with an imputation quality less than 0.90 were excluded. 26.8% of the SNPs in the replication were genotyped, the rest was imputed.
In AGES only imputed SNPs were used for the replication. The genotypes originated on Illumina Hu370CNV. For imputation, only the SNPs were included which were completed in 97% of individuals and had a MAF above 1%. Imputation was performed by MaCH against HapMap Release 22. Quality of the imputations was evaluated by the MaCH R 2 metric. In CHS, genotyping was performed at the General Clinical Research Center's Phenotyping/Genotyping Laboratory at Cedars-Sinai using the Illumina 370CNV BeadChip system. Genotypes were called using the Illumina BeadStudio software. The following exclusions were applied to identify a final set of 306655 autosomal SNPs that were used for imputation: call rate ,97%, In NFBC-66 genotyping was done on Illumina 370 K wholegenome SNP array. The following QC criteria were observed: SNP clustering probability of genotypes .95%, sample call rate . 95%, SNP call rate .95%, MAF.1% and HWE p-value.1 ? 10 26 . Heterozygosity, gender check and relatedness checks were performed and any discrepancies were removed. 10 individuals with cryptic relatedness were also excluded from the analysis. To identify a final set of SNPs for imputations, a SNP call rate filter of .99% was applied to all SNPs with MAF,5%. The imputation to 1000 Genomes Phase I integrated variant set (Mar 2012) was performed using IMPUTE v2.2.2. After imputation only those variants with info score .0.9 were analysed. 58.6% of the SNPs in the replication were genotyped, the rest was imputed.
Study samples and phenotypes
A summary of the details of the nine studies participating in this analysis can be found in Table 1 . In all studies, the subjects were fasting when the HDL levels were measured. The HDL measurements were adjusted for sex and age, except for NFBC-66 in which only was adjusted for sex since all individuals are from the same age. In ERF mmscore (GenABEL version 1.7.0 [20] ) was used to account for family relationships. In ARIC, the HDL levels were also adjusted for the three ARIC field center with two 0,1 indicator variables. In CHS the HDL was adjusted for study clinic site as well and in NFBC-66 HDL was also adjusted for 10 PC components. In FHS the HDL levels were also adjusted for related individuals with the lmekin function within the coxme package in R (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/coxme/) and adjusted for PCs. In the discovery and filtering stage, the HDL levels after adjustment for sex and age were normalised around zero as this is a requirement of GLIDE. To compare the b int in the discovery and filtering stage with the ß int in the replication stage, we also calculated the b int in the Rotterdam Study cohorts without scaling around zero for the most promising interaction terms.
GWIS with GLIDE in RS-I
To systematically search for the epistatic interactions associated with HDL levels in RS-I we used GLIDE [12] . GLIDE makes use of the computational power of consumer-grade graphics cards to detect interactions between SNPs via linear regression. To reduce computation time, we chose to run GLIDE on genotyped SNPs only. In order to run GLIDE, the genotype data of RS-I was stored per chromosome as a text file with one row per SNP and one column per individual. Individuals using lipid-lowering medication were excluded. The file does not contain column headers or row names and the SNPs need to be coded 0 (homozygous for the major allele), 1 (heterozygous) or 2 (homozygous for the minor allele). We only used SNPs with a MAF (Minor Allele Frequency) .0.05 within the samples of RS-I, RS-II and RS-III which were used in this study, since the sample size is not large enough to investigate low-frequency variants.
The names of the SNPs are stored in a separate one-column text file in the same order as the SNPs in the file with the genotype data. The values of the scaled residuals are stored in a separate text file in the same order as the individuals in the file with the genotype data. GLIDE requires the phenotype to be normalised around zero. GLIDE uses the files with the genotypes and the file with the scaled residuals to perform linear regression for all possible unique SNP6SNP combinations. In order to fit the data into the GPU's memory, GLIDE splits up the genotypes in subsets of SNPs. In this study we chose to split up in subsets of 1000 SNPs. GLIDE outputs a t-score for each interaction term and a threshold can be set to only output interactions with a t-score above this threshold.
The output of GLIDE does not contain the SNP names, but the number of the chunk and the number of the SNP within a given chunk. With help of the previously created SNP files, we assigned SNP names to the interaction terms output by GLIDE. Since GLIDE handles the data in chunks, interaction terms occur multiple times in the output of GLIDE, consequently, the results had to be filtered on unique interaction terms.
Filtering of interaction terms by meta-analysis of RS-I, RS-II and RS-III
To reduce the number of false positive interaction terms, we filtered the interaction terms with an absolute value of the t-score .5 (p-value,6.06 ? 10 27 ) by a meta-analysis of RS-I, RS-II and RS-III. For these interactions, we used linear regression to determine the ßs, standard errors and p-values in RS-I, RS-II and RS-III. The HDL levels after adjustment for sex and age were normalised around zero in all three cohorts. The bs and standard errors of all three cohorts of the Rotterdam Study were subsequently meta-analyzed to filter out only those with a p-value less than 1 ? 10
28
.
Replication of SNP6SNP interactions
The interaction terms which had a p-value less than 1 ? 10 28 after meta-analysis of the three Rotterdam Study cohorts, were replicated in 6 cohorts: AGES, ARIC, CHS, ERF, FHS and NFBC-66. Only individuals that do not use lipid-lowering medication were included, except for AGES. The linear regression model for replication was
where HDL adj are the HDL levels adjusted for sex and age. We meta-analysed the b int from all 6 replication cohorts. To see if the filtered interaction terms effect the probability of using lipid-lowering medication, we performed a case-control study in the three Rotterdam Study cohorts. Those individuals that have HDL levels available and use lipid-lowering medication were defined as cases and the individuals in the discovery or filtering stage were defined as controls. The logistic regression model for replication was We performed the analysis in the three cohorts separately, and also in the three cohorts combined, in which we included the cohort number as an additional covariate.
Power calculations
To estimate the effect we could have detected with the current sample size, a certain type I error and various type II erros, we used G*Power [21, 22] (version 3.1.9.2). 
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